There has been increasing interest in studying the level of impairment in the executive functioning of individuals with WS. The term ''executive function'' (EF) refers to a range of processes such as working memory, inhibitory control and attentional shifting, which are believed to depend on frontal lobe activity and underlie goal-directed responses to novel and challenging situations (Friedman et al., 2006; Miyake et al., 2000) . Porter, Coltheart, and Langdon (2007) found that a sample of 20 individuals with WS (aged 5-46 years) displayed significantly poorer response inhibition than expected based on their mental age and intellectual functioning. Rhodes et al. (2010) compared the performance of a sample of 19 individuals with WS (11-29 years of age) on a set of three EF tasks with two control groups: a chronological age and gender-matched group and a verbal ability and gender-matched group. They found that the WS group presented with impairments compared to typically developing groups in all three tasks, which involved attention set-shifting, spatial working memory and planning. Menghini et al. (2010) extended these results by providing evidence of deficits in both verbal and visuospatial EF tasks in WS participants compared with mental age-matched controls.
One important issue that has been neglected is how distinct types of executive functions relate to intelligence in WS. Because this syndrome is characterized by frontal lobe dysfunction, which is associated with executive impairments, it seems necessary to study the pattern of associations between different types of EF and intelligence. As no WS studies have been conducted on this subject, we review evidence from normative samples. Although measures of EF are moderately correlated in typical development, they are not redundant, which suggests that that they may have different associations with intelligence (Miyake et al., 2000) . Indeed, over the course of the past two decades, research with normative samples has shown that inhibiting, working memory and shifting display distinct patterns of association with general cognitive ability. Regarding intelligence and inhibiting, Anderson and Spellman (1995) state that inhibition is a necessary mechanism in human cognition that relies on both excitatory and inhibitory processes and contributes to the stability of the neural networks. Despite scant empirical supporting evidence, the role of inhibition is accepted as being present in several cognitive skills such as selective attention, language comprehension and production, memory retrieval and analogical reasoning (Anderson & Spellman, 1995; Das, 2002; Michel & Anderson, 2009 ). In addition, Dempster (1991) and Dempster and Corkill (1999) reviewed the available evidence and concluded that inhibition seems to be an important factor in intelligence in nonclinical samples. More recently, Polderman et al. (2009) found an association between inhibitory control and intelligence in 9-, 12-, and 18-year-olds. Regarding working memory, a meta-analysis of 86 samples found evidence of moderate to strong correlations between working memory and intellectual ability (Ackerman, Beier, & Boyle, 2005) . Indeed, working memory has been implicated in distinct mechanisms of human cognitive function (Jarrold & Towse, 2006) . Some studies have failed to confirm a link between intelligence and shifting (Friedman et al., 2006; Rockstroh & Schweizer, 2001 ). However, Ardila, Pineda, and Rosselli (2000) reported correlations between the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, a measure of shifting, and adult IQ on the WAIS. Similar results were found in a sample of children aged 3-6 years, whose performance on a dimensionalchange card sort task (with high demands in terms of shifting) was strongly correlated with measures of intelligence (Hongwanishkul, Happaney, Lee, & Zelazo, 2005) . Interestingly, only one study has analyzed the association between performance on tasks requiring all three types of EF and intelligence (Friedman et al., 2006) . The authors found that updating working memory significantly correlated with intelligence in a very large sample of healthy adolescents aged 16-18 years, although the same results were not found with inhibiting and shifting.
To date, there have been no similar studies exploring the possible links between distinct types of EF and intelligence in WS. The purpose of the present work was threefold. First, we compared performance on tasks assessing working memory, inhibiting and shifting between two groups: (a) a group of individuals with WS aged 10-29 years and (b) a group of typically developing individuals matched by chronological age and gender. Given the wealth of studies suggesting that frontal lobe impairments are a characteristic of this syndrome, and based on prior evidence, we expect individuals with WS to show significantly poorer performance than TD individuals on all three types of EF.
Second, we aimed to explore the pattern of associations between the three types of EF. We expect significant intercorrelations for both groups (for evidence for the TD group, see Friedman et al., 2006; Miyake et al., 2000) , but these intercorrelations may be particularly evident in the clinical group. Because WS is characterized by frontal lobe impairments, we anticipate that all measures of EF may be affected and may vary together.
Finally, we aimed to explore the pattern of associations among the three types of EF (working memory, inhibiting and shifting) and intelligence in the two groups. In accordance with a recent report by Friedman et al. (2006) , we posit that only working memory is associated with intelligence in the TD group. Due to frontal lobe impairments in the WS group, a more general compromise of EF may be present, which may be reflected in significant associations between EF and intelligence measures.
Materials and methods

Participants
Two groups of participants took part in this study. Seventeen participants with a diagnosis of WS (10 females and 7 males, with ages ranging from 9.6 to 29.3 years (M = 20.6, SD = 5.9)) with previously confirmed positive fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to an elastin gene deletion in chromosome 7 (Ewart et al., 1993) were recruited at Fundació n Pú blica Galega de Medicina Xenó mica (Santiago de Compostela, Spain). The exclusion criteria were the presence of any sensorial or speech disorder, as well as comorbidity with severe psychopathology not associated with the syndrome. The control group was composed of typically developing individuals without a history of sensorial, psychiatric, or neurological disorder or cognitive impairment. This group was matched with the WS group based on gender and age (M = 19.0, SD = 5.7). After a complete description of the study, each participant (or their parents) provided written informed consent for their participation in the study. Table 1 displays the socio-demographic characteristics of the sample.
Neurocognitive assessment 2.2.1. General cognitive functioning
Wechsler intelligence scales -The WISC-IV (Weschler, 2003) and WAIS-III (Wechsler, 1997) are used to assess general cognitive functioning in individuals 16 and under and 16 and over, respectively. These scales are two of the most frequently used international systems for assessing intellectual quotient (Full scale IQ -FSIQ), in normative and clinical samples, and they have been widely used in the WS literature (e.g. Capitão et al., 2011; Howlin, Davies, & Udwin, 1998; Searcy et al., 2004; Udwin, Davies, & Hosylin, 1996) .
Working memory
Working memory was determined by the raw score on the reverse digit span subtest of the WISC or WAIS. In this specific part of the subtest, the experimenter reads increasingly longer sequences of digits aloud and asks the participant to repeat each sequence in reverse order. This task can be considered a good index of verbal working memory because it involves the temporary storage and manipulation of verbal information.
Shifting
Trail making test -TMT (Raitan, 1958 ) -This test is composed of two conditions: part A involves drawing lines between numbers from 1 to 15 and part B requires the participant to link numbers and letters in an alternate sequence. Part B requires more shifting ability than part A and is clearly the more sensitive part of the test (Spreen & Strauss, 1991) .
Wisconsin card sorting test -WCST (Heaton, 1981 ) -This task requires participants to match stimulus and response cards according to three alternative criteria (color, quantity or shape). The participant must place each response card under one of the four reference cards according to these criteria. As the test progresses, unexpected shifts in the matching rule require the patient to change his/her strategy. The test assesses ''set-shifting'', the ability to display flexibility when faced with changing schedules of reinforcement, perseveration and abstract thinking.
Inhibiting
The Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) requires the inhibition of a competing response (inhibiting an over-learned response with respect to a more controlled one). This task involves three consecutive conditions. In the first condition (word reading; words printed in black), participants are asked to read as many words as possible in 45 s. The second condition (color naming) consists of naming the color of Xs printed in red, green or blue. In the third condition (incongruent word and color), participants are asked to name the color of the written words, but the words are incongruent (e.g. the word ''blue'' is written in red).
Go/no-go task -The go/no-go task used in this study was adapted (for details, see Capitão et al. (2011) ) from the standard go/no-go paradigm that has been used for decades to test behavioral inhibition (Costantini & Hoving, 1973) . Participants are asked to press a key as rapidly as possible whenever they see the target stimulus (letter A -go cue) and to withhold responses to the non-target stimulus (letter X -no-go cue). Of a total of 100 stimuli, 90 (90%) are go cues and 10 (10%) are no-go cues. The high frequency of go cues creates a response tendency that must be inhibited for no-go cues, providing a measure of the ability to inhibit responses. In each trial, a single letter appears and remains on the center of the screen until the participant answers or 3 s elapse. The trial order was randomized for each participant. The letters A and X were of the same size and color (black). This task was compiled and run on a laptop computer using Superlab 4.0.7.2.3.3 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA, United States).
Procedure
After explaining the goals of the research to the participants, their socio-demographic, diagnostic and clinical information was obtained, along with their consent forms. The tests were administered at the Fundació n Pú blica Galega de Medicina Xenó mica or in public/private schools. Participants were assessed individually in 3 sessions lasting approximately 2 h each. The order of the tasks was randomized for each participant. All tasks included a practice phase, and the experimenter ensured that participants understood the instructions.
Statistical methods
Statistical calculations were performed using PASW Statistics 18 (IBM SPSS Statistics). ANOVAs were conducted to test for differences in EF performance between individuals with WS and controls. Due to significant correlations between many of the EF tasks and IQ, the latter was included as a covariate to determine the existence of additional (non IQ-related) differences between the clinical and the control groups.
To explore the pattern of relationships between different EF tasks and IQ in both groups, three composite variables were defined: working memory, inhibiting and shifting. Working memory was directly estimated from the reverse digit span. Inhibiting was defined as a combination of interference in the Stroop task and go/no-go performance, and shifting was defined as a function of time difference in the TMT (TMT B-A difference) as well as perseverative responses and perseverative errors in the WCST. Subsequently, correlations between these variables, as well as correlations with the subjects' IQ, were calculated. A multiple regression of the composite variables on IQ was also performed to test the independent effect of each variable.
Results
The age and gender distribution of the sample stratified by group is shown in Table 1 . i, variables included in the composite for inhibiting; s, variables included in the composite for shifting; w, variable for working memory. Italics: p < 0.0015 (Bonferroni adjusted p value for 33 independent tests). * p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for individual EF tasks for both groups, as well as the results of the ANOVAs and ANCOVAs (adjusting for IQ) between WS participants and controls. Significant differences were found, especially in the Stroop test and the WCST. However, most of these differences disappeared when adjusting for IQ. In contrast, even after controlling for IQ, differences in interference in the Stroop test and the number of attempts on the WCST remained significant (considering the Bonferroni correction).
Differences in individual EF between WS and TD
Correlations between EF composite variables
Pearson correlation coefficients between each pair of composite variables are shown in Table 3 . The only significant correlation was observed between working memory and inhibiting in the WS group. Correlation coefficients in the TD group were lower and non-significant, despite the larger N of this group. Effect sizes were medium to large in the WS group. For the TD group, medium effect sizes were found between working memory and shifting as well as between working memory and inhibiting, whereas the effect size between shifting and inhibiting was small. Notably, for shifting and inhibiting, higher scores represented worse performances, leading to the presence of negative correlations.
Correlations between EF composite variables and IQ
Pearson correlation coefficients between the composite variables and IQ are shown in Table 4 . In the TD group, only working memory was significantly correlated with IQ, with 38% of shared variance. The variance shared between IQ and shifting and inhibiting was 7.7% and 0.66%, respectively. The effect sizes pertaining to these correlation coefficients were small. For the WS group, working memory and inhibiting were significantly associated with IQ (64% and 65% of shared variance, respectively). Shifting and IQ were not significantly correlated (23% of shared variance), although the effect size was medium to large.
There were two differences in the pattern in both groups. First, the correlation coefficient between working memory and IQ was higher in the WS group. Second, within the clinical group, IQ was also significantly correlated with inhibiting. However, this effect seems to be related to the previously observed correlation between inhibiting and working memory in WS individuals (see Table 3 ). In fact, when both variables (working memory and inhibiting) were included in the same regression model on IQ, working memory was the only variable included in the regression model when a stepwise variable selection procedure was used. Working memory was positive and significantly related to IQ (b = 3.98, p = 0.0011). This regression model (F 1,10 = 22.46, p = 0.0011) explained 71.4% of the variance.
Discussion
Previous studies have found that individuals with WS show impairments in executive functioning (Menghini et al., 2010; Porter et al., 2007; Rhodes et al., 2010) . However, to date, no study has examined the pattern of associations between distinct types of EF measures and intelligence in this syndrome. The present study is the first to analyze how working memory, shifting and inhibiting are related to IQ in a sample of individuals with WS. This study also explored the intercorrelations among these three types of EF in WS, thus expanding prior results obtained in normative samples. First, our results confirm previous evidence because the performance of individuals with WS was significantly poorer on almost all measures of EF when compared with TD individuals. Notably, when IQ was controlled for, most of the differences between the two groups lost statistical significance. This finding seems to indicate that general cognitive ability may account for most of the differences between WS and TD in terms of executive functioning. Interestingly, even when controlling for IQ, the WS group showed significantly lower interference in the Stroop task. This seemingly contradictory result may be explained by the reading difficulties that are also characteristic of this syndrome. Therefore, naming a color not denoted by a written word may be easier for these individuals because it requires less inhibiting ability.
Our second aim was to explore the pattern of correlations among the different EFs in both the WS and TD groups. We expected that the frontal lobe impairments in the clinical group (Menghini et al., 2010; Porter et al., 2007; Rhodes et al., 2010) would translate into significant correlations among the different EF (Rabbitt, Lowe, & Shilling, 2001) . Previous evidence supported an expectation of significant intercorrelations for the TD group (Friedman et al., 2006; Miyake et al., 2000) . Our results showed that working memory and inhibiting were significantly correlated in the WS group, but not in the TD group. Furthermore, all other correlation coefficients were non-significant for both groups. Because the samples were rather small, an analysis of effect sizes could provide a better picture of the pattern of associations. Indeed, the effect sizes were consistently medium to large in the WS group, suggesting that a larger sample would have allowed us to detect significant correlations among all of the EFs. A similar trend was observed for the TD group: medium effect sizes were found for the correlations between working memory and shifting and between working memory and inhibiting. Once again, these results corroborate prior evidence (Friedman et al., 2006; Miyake et al., 2000) suggesting that distinct EFs are connected, but separable. In contrast, the effect size of the correlation between shifting and inhibiting was small in our sample of TD individuals. This result may also be due to the different tasks selected for the assessment of these EFs in distinct papers.
Our final aim was to explore the pattern of associations among EF and intelligence measures in the two groups. Our data for the TD group confirmed previous results by Friedman et al. (2006) by associating working memory only with intelligence. Indeed, the variance shared between these two variables was quite high, whereas the variance shared between IQ and shifting and inhibiting was almost residual. A similar pattern was found for the WS group. Working memory was significantly associated with IQ (more than half of their variance was shared), and this association was even greater in magnitude than the one observed in the TD group. Additionally, inhibiting was found to correlate significantly with IQ. However, in a stepwise multiple regression, only working memory was selected to be included in the model to predict IQ. Thus, the individual correlation found between inhibiting and IQ was likely due to the aforementioned correlation between inhibiting and working memory in the clinical group. Finally, although shifting and IQ were not significantly correlated, they shared more than one-fifth of their variance.
Conclusions
Our results suggest that working memory, inhibiting and shifting relate differently to intelligence in WS and in typical development. Despite the small sample size, these results confirm previous evidence on typically developing individuals (Friedman et al., 2006) and expand current knowledge on the relationship between EF and intelligence in WS. In our study, working memory was the EF most closely related to intelligence in both groups. It is notable that the magnitude of the associations between the three EFs and IQ was substantially higher in the WS group than in the TD group. This finding further confirms the notion that frontal lobe impairments may produce a general compromise of several EFs (Rabbitt et al., 2001) .
Further investigations in larger samples, with wider age spans and using alternative EF measures are warranted to verify the generalizability of the results reported here.
